Abstract-To the question of test point selection in test or diagnosis for complex electronic equipments and large scale circuit, a test point selection method based on circuit topology and correlation modeling is proposed. This method, firstly, established the topology model based on circuit function structure, then the adjacency matrix of module connection relationship in reaction model and get the initial point set; secondly established correlation modeling using adjacency matrix; then, traversal correlation matrix and delete redundant test point based on reverse deletion strategy, obtain optimal test set; at last, verify this method with a example.
I. INTRODUCTION
The optimal test point selection plays an important role in electronic equipment test and fault diagnosis, the purpose of which is to select the test point subset covers all faults and costs (time, fee etc.) little, namely optimal test set. With the scale and complexity of electronic equipment growing, the test point selection becomes more and more important in reducing cost of equipment test and diagnosis and improving testability design, and has already become a hotspot and difficulty of current research.
II. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CORRELATION MODEL BASED ON CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY STRUCTURE

A. The establishment of circuit topology structure
For test and diagnosis in large scale and complex electronic equipment, generally, firstly classify the equipments into four levels according to function and structure: system level, subsystem level, unit level and circuit board level, then do test and diagnosis level by level; for complex circuit, usually divide the circuit into several modules first, then do test and diagnosis. According to the function module and physical structure, divide the test object into several independent unit or module (hereinafter generally referred to as module). Based on this, utilize these modules as test nodes and establish the directed topology graph of test object according to their connection relationship. When a module has more than one mutually independent outputs, decompose it into several single output module to ensure that every module has only one output in the topology graph and normal and abnormal state are indicated by output [1] . Fig. 1 is a circuit topology contains 4 single output modules, in which i M represents module i . The initial default test point is the output set. 
B. The establishment of correlation module
Based on the circuit topology graph in Fig. 1 , establish the adjacency matrix of these modules. The procedure is: if directed line segment comes from i M and go to j M , the element ij a in adjacency matrix A is 1. Get the results as below:
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1) The object under test only has two states, normal or fault; when there is no fault, the object works normal.
2) When the measured object is in a state of failure, assuming that only one module fault happens, that is the single-fault assumption. In fact, though the measured object has 2 different faults at the same time (probability is very low), they can be isolated individually in real diagnosis.
3) The state of measured object completely depends on the states of every module. If anyone module is fault, it will affect the other module's test points that the signal can reach, so the effectiveness of all these test points is the same.
According to Warshall algorithm, we can get correlation matrix ( ) ij P p = directly by adjacency matrix. The procedure of the algorithm is as below [3] :
Boolean sum, namely "or" operation;
f) change all elements value at diagonal to 1. For the circuit in Fig. 1 
Where column sign of matrix represents test points and row sign of matrix represents faults. So the relationships between the circuit's test points and faults can be represented by the correlation matrix P [4] .
III. TEST POINT SELECTION BASED ON REVERSE DELETION
STRATEGY
After getting the correlation between test point and fault, it can be applied to test point selection. To reduce subsequent workload, it needs to be simplified first. The detail procedure is as below [5] F F x y = ≠ , the two corresponding faults can not be classified and should be addressed as one fault, namely one row of them is enough [6, 7] . After simplification, part of the redundant test point has been deleted. Suppose that all test points cost the same, so we can delete other redundant test points using correlation matrix segmentation. In this method, the number of segmentation matrixes show exponential growth with the number of test point, so under the condition of complex test object and a lot of test points, the procedure to select optimal test point will be complex and time-long.
On selecting test point, positive selection strategy can be utilized, namely select test point need to be saved one by one and obtain the optimal test point set finally; as well as reverse deletion strategy, select test point can be deleted one by one and remove these points in initial test point set, namely obtain the optimal test point set.
When the initial test point set is some large, generally, using positive selection strategy is complex, so reverse deletion strategy is usually utilized. Firstly, select possible redundant test point from initial test point set, which is relatively small, and then selectively delete these test points one by one. According to the feature of redundant test point, the test point can be deleted meets the following properties: a) After the column vector corresponding to test point can be deleted being deleting from the correlation matrix, the rest matrix has no row vector with all zero. b) After the column vector corresponding to test point can be deleted being deleting from the correlation matrix, there is no same row in the rest matrix [8] .
In this method, firstly, search and get the initial test point set through one time traversal; then traverse d T with any start test point i in d
T and obtain set di T of test point can be delete in the same time; finally, find the set max d T that contains the most test point from all of di T and delete max d T from the initial test point set, namely get the optimal test point set.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Choose a fire control system as study object, which is composed of 7 units. These units are the power supply system, operating rod, track electronic box, fire control computers, stable tracking computers, gun control and servo system, etc. The 7 units can also be divided into 16 modules. And then we can establish its ciruit topology graph, which is according to the 7 units or 16 modules' function, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
According to Warshall algorithm, calculate and get the correlation matrix P of system [11] : 1, 0,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,0,  P =   1,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1  0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1  0,0,0 
According to the reverse delete strategy, on the basis of the principles putforward above, firstly, select the initial set of test points can be deleted {7,9,15} and get the optimal test points set {1, 2,3, 4,5, 6,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16} .
V. CONCLUSION
Aiming at test and diagnosis of complex electronic equipment and large scale circuit, we analyzed the test point selection algorithm, put forward a test point selection method based on circuit topology structure and correlation model and simplified the algorithm using reverse deletion strategy. This method has reference value in increasing test efficiency and reducing test complexity in equipment technique support. Unit 7
